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Two competin images of schools that have attracted considerable

Atention-ale the rational bureaucracy and the anarchy or looLly coupled
."

ABSTRACT

system.iThiR paper operationalizes these images.. High schools ate found
,,,

i/

to have-mIre characteristics of the. anarchy while elementary schools

forpespond more to the raticina.1 bureaucracy. /7. .
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THE BUREAUCRATIC ELEMENTARY SCHOOL:.

COMPARING TWO IMAGES OF ELEMENTARY, JUNIOR HIGH, AND HIGH SCHOOLS'

Thp activities of researchers, practitioners, and policy makers

are often shaped'by.their images of what schools are like as

tions.2 Howeyer, there have been few efforts to systematize what these

images imply or to identify empirically the conditipns under which each

image best cUoorresponds tiireaXity.3 Instead, individuals tend to choose
, I

a single image and apply it to all schools.

Two competing images that have attr6ted considerable attention are

the rational bureaucracy and the anarchy or loosely coupled system. . In

#

thit paper, we explicate these images; offer some idea's on how eachan
I

be operationafized; and then apply that operationslization to a sample

of thirteen elementary, junior high, and senior high schools. Current

conventional wisdom seems to assume that the rational bureaucracy is

valuable primariily as a normative system, and there.is growing interest

in the anarchy image as a better description of how,all schools work.

However, we find evidence that while high schools have characteristics

associated with the anarchy image, the elethentary schools correspond

more tokthe rational bureaucrady.

c'
Theoretical Perspdaive

Images of Schools

Two images of organizationg represent the extremes among those

competing for attention. The image that has most-Captured 'eethinking

of practitioners and researchers in sociology and education' is that of

-1-
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the rational bureaukcy which derives primarily from the works of Max

Weber.
4

A bureaucracy is a formally organized social structure with

clearly defined patterns of activities in which, ideally, every series

of actions is functionally related tithethe goals of the organization.'

Corwin captures the flavor of this image by suggesting that "'rationality'

tt

results from integration between means and ends, which i produced by

interdependency and firm control by enlightened administr ors.
,,6

In the past, researchers have found this image a fruitful source of

variables for use in studying schools. Moeller developed a measure of
1

bureautratization of school districts that inclUdcd the existence of

a uniform course of study, communication througheestablished channels,

explicit statements of school policies, and clearly delimiteAs of

responsibility.7 'Punch developed a similar scale of bureaucratization

forschools. Others have deve oped scales for dimensions inherent in

the image. on, fof ple, developed,a measure of rule enforce-
.

ment,.and Corwin operationalized the concepts of standardization, and

rule enforcement.
9

While researchers have been motivated to operationalize the rational

bureaucratic image, they rarely take it as a literal description of

schools. In fact, a girt deal of attention has been devoted to showing

that school% do not conform to Weber's ideal.type bureaucracy.
10

Still,

policy makers have been heavily influenced by this image. Some seem to

take it as a useful description of the world. Wise documents. how numerous

state legislatures and mate and-federal courts seek to rationalize

.... 2 ex
.
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education and suggests that the consequences of so doing may be dysfunc-
..

V.

tional.
11

On the other hand,.reCent. research on "effective schools"

suggests that some. aspects of bureaucratization--ior instance, agreement

n the importance of basic skills instruction as a goal and strong

ce ralized leadership --may increase student achievemehrInd reduce the

rel ionship between socioeconomic background and learning.
12

Whatever

e pros angjons of burea diatization,,the seems to e an assumption

among many praCt tioners fnd policy makers that if s are not.

exactly rational bureaucracies, they can end should be rationalized.'

The second i e of schools as Organizations is that of the loosely

coupled system or a archy.
13

This image was developed by researchers

as a reaction to the rational bureaucracy image because of the problems

encountered in apply hg it to real school (and other organizational)

settings. In Spite f several versions pf this image, there i, agree-

ment on at least two themes. First, contrary to the assumptions pf the
b. st

rational bureaucrackNin the anarchy goals are not seen as the central

mechanisms for integrating the organization and identifying the purposes

.;foi action. Wei.ck suggests that individuals discover thei goals through

action and use goals as post hoc justifications for what they have done.1 4

In a more political vein, Meyer and Rowan suggest that goals are ;opted

primarily to legitimate schools with powerful external constituencies. 15

Under- these circumstances, there may be very little consensus, among

staff on what a school's goals actually are. Moreove , decisions will

not be reached by a deductive gic,
1

but by a "garbage can" process.
16

-3 -
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Any choice situation becomes a garbage can in which problems; solu

tions, and decision makers with limited time:40 en, rgy are mixed to

gether. Thus, dectsiOns are more likely to .be made by qversight and

avoidance than by careful analysis.
. -

The second theme is the absence within schools of the ypical means

of. coordination and control found in the rational bureaucracy. This is -"

seen to be especially true with respect to decisions affecting class-
-

room management and instruction. At best there is a zoning of control

giving administrators discretion over financial and record keeping

matters; but not those related to production processes.
17

Instead,)

' instruction is "decoupled" from ganizational structure, and the

symbols of formal structure -- organization charts,-policy manuals, and

curricula--arCused large,Ly to legitimate the schools to externs?.

-
groups.

18
S ervIsion and, direction are n needed since educators

share a "logic of` confidence," a taken grated assumption gist

their colleagues are carrying on their

=ruler.

The anarchy image has

fined a responsibly"

attracted considerable recent attention among

researchers. Those who' formulated it be eve it is a much more accurst

rlpresentation of reality than the To al bureaucratic image. How-
,

e er, the have.been few attempts to assess its accuracy empirically.'
.-

Wb le some researchers have attempted ttidentify means to facilitate

edu ational change in loosely coupled systems, practitioners and policy

makers have not yet made extensive use cifThis /image.
19
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Interschool Variation

Those who ,discuss

rational bureaucracies

entities,. as if one or

schools. Yet,

sw)

the relative.merits of such images of schools Sas

and anarchies tend to treat them as generic

the other is or ought to be applicable to all

variation among schools exists and suggests that each

image may bmore applicable to some Ichools than to others.

The studies that 'derived organizatio4a1 measures from the rational

bureaucratic image if mid important variation

to a number of structural, leadership, student, and staff..charadteris-
-

tics. .Corwin found that standardization was positively associated with

amongeschools that relate, /

a school's size, the complexity oaf its organizatiOli, and the number al.
.

aeve4s in its hierarchy.
20

Rule enfbrcemellt was associated with com-
i,

plexity and levels in the hierarchy. Anderson found that rule enforce-
-

ment was negatively associated with the p porilon of'males on the staff,
J--

/

teachers' experience and studenesocioecOAomic status. Punch found
r

an association between bureaucratization And principald' leadership

'

style.
2;

21

Very little attention has been paid to differences among elm fary,

schoolsjunior high, and senior high schools. h schools are known to e more

complei and have a more differentiated hie archy of posiy.ons than

elementary schools, so
NA'

Onithe other and, the
(

level might mitigate against bdreaucratfzation.

In most lost
r
T earch, the pow

among schools at different levels\is

they might be expecte& tco be morepbureaucratic.

. L
prevalence of male.trichers the secondary

lity of fexpl ring differences

ecluded by dudy designs that

-5-
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concentrate on a single level. Among the studies explori g the rational

bureaucracy image Corwin examined only high schools, Anderson only junior

highs, and Punch only elementary schoolas.
23
"The studies su porting the

anarchy image have looked only at elementary schools or high schools.
24

Some studies have found significant differenees in ease of i lementing
1 2

innoVations..4rdifferent levels, but of explored the differences

among levels that ht help explain why successful implements on seems

most prevalent in elementary sehools.2
Only one study systematically

examines differences between school' levels. in organizational charac-

teristics, and it is not designed to identify the relative utilit

different images of schools. 26
Under these circumstances, it, sees

important to e?cplore whether scho ls at various levels perhaps be

correspond to different images.

A

Methodology

In the fall -of 1978, we had an opportunity to begin to exploie this

issue as one part of an effort byltes7arch for BetterSchools to develop
b%

approaches to school improvement that the staff of state departments

of.edueation and central offices of la4 imhool districts cou10 use to

help schocils implement instructional improVement efforts in specific

Content areas. These, approaches were.to be developed Colla ratively

with a number of schools: At the same'time, a research effort was

initiated tolearn how school characteristics and attributes of external

,assistance agencies liffedtrthe change process.i In the course of this

0

1

-6-
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reserach, a questionnaire was designed and ad7inistered to all teachers

in theraollaborating schools to obtain information oerelevant charac-

teristics of 'ea611 organization. Within that questionnaire wexaka

series of items which can beused to operationalize each image. This
11

research also provided an opportunity to explore the relationshi

,between school level and correspondefte to image.

Operationalizing the Images

A number of dimensions canbyidentified that distinguish between

the rational bureaucratic and anarchy images, but two key differentiating,

dimensions have to do with the importanc f goals as organizers of
is

action and the existence of m chanism o control individual behaviort
27

It is generally agreed that the rational bureaucracy is a goal achieving

organization while an anarchy is not. Hence, one would expect more con-
-

sen-Sus on goals among staff in schools corresponding to the first Image.

6rganizations.can ham y differenekinds of goals, however.

1
Perrow identifies at least ve.

28
Two of these--pre4uct goals and

system goals--seem especially relevant to schools. Product goals refer

to the characteristics of an organization's output, in this case its

students. These might include achievement of specific literacy levels

or Amen 9hiskication inunderstanding d fferences among careers.

System goals refer to states ot::the organiz tion. They include growth,

staff morale, and innovativeness, among othors. High consensus

product and system geals canoe taken as indicators 9f

.

rational bureaucratic image'while low Consensus on both kinds.of

correspondence

an be titkei; as ifft.cators as correspondence to the anarcMcimage.
0

.
. . .
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To measu>r1e goal consensus, teachers were given .lists of twelve

product g s and ten system goals and asked to choose the three most

importa5t goals on each list. The percent of professiona4's in each

school selecting each go.:1 as moat important was used as its importance,

score. However, importance and consensus are not the same. In fact,

(

.

maximum consensus tan be achieved when either all teachers or no'teacl
. '

ers select a given goal as most important; minimum consensus exists

when half the teachers select a goal to be most important. Hence, to
----

,create consensus scores for each goal the absolute difference between

the school's- importance score and a score of 50 was computed and

multiplied by two.
29

The other importantdimension, one that has received particular

A

attention from sociologists, concerns means of control. Both centrali-

zation of influence in uppert,!evels of the hierarchy and control through

rules and other impersonal mechanisms) are characteristics of the/
1

rational bureaucracy. Neither of these is t gilt to be effective in

the anarchy.

.4 To measure centralization of influence, 'professionals were given

a list of tslve decision areas, d asked how -mych influence they

had over each. The percent - .f'professionals within each schOol in-

dicating that they ha, n only minor influence over each decision

reavas used as an.indifator of centralization, and the overall cen-

traliza.tionore was computed by averaging centralization scores

across indicators.
30

High centralization was taken as an indicator of

1 1 j



correspondence to the r tional,bureaucratic image while low centraliza;,-,

tion ufas.taken as an indicatot orcorrespondehce to the anarchy image:

To measure control' of behavior through rules, professionals were

given a list of seven policy areas and asked howoften rules were

enforced in each. One measure of control through rules was the percent

of respondents in each school who said thdra policy existed in a

. .

particular' area and was "usually" enforced,
31

Frequent rule enforcement

was taken as an indicator of correspondence to the rational bureaucratic

image chile infrequent enforcement is taken as an indicator of corres-

pondence to the anarchy image.

The Sample

The context in which this research took placec(determined,the.selec-
rifts.

tion of schools. The scope
)

of the developers' activities limited the

size of the sample to lthools, and their selection procedures ensured

that it would'not be Still, a remarkably varied set of schools

were available 7- study.' Most-imporiant,the presence of four ele6ntary

_ -7

schools, six junior high or middle schools, and three iiiifi'achools perr

mitred comparison of c,Srrespondence to different images at different

school levels.

,The schools also differed of A number of student, staff, and on-
.

.-%- c
viron ental characteristics. FOr instahc, enrollbents ranged from ,

AA

less t an 400 to over 3000 pupils. Mincmity enrollment ranged from 0%,
.

,

-.

to 95%;,the percent of transfers. into the school during, the yeat ranged
.,,

from 2% to 18X; .sad the proportion of-students a year for more .behind

in reading ranged from 2% to 95 %.,.

12





Staff size also varied--from 20 to 182--and was highly correlated,

with pupil enrollment (Spearman r a .97). The percent of staff who are

not classroom teachers, dfln indicator 'of organizational complexity,' ranged

frorli 2% to 35%, and the percent of staff with masters degrees ranged

from 0% to 63%. Finally, these schools were located in rural areas,

suburbs,. small cities,; and one of the ten largest cities in the nation.

District enrollment ranged. from a low of approximately 1600 to a high

of ove*-200,000.

. In sum, although the sample Of schools is not random, the schools

vary considerably on a number of demographic characteristics that one

might expect to be associated with different patterns of internal organi-

zation. Although the sample cannot lead to definitive conclusioris, it

provides a useful opportunity to explore how schools correspond'to dif-

ferent-images of: organizations.

In the spring of 1979; a.questionnairt measuring the four dimensions

described above was completed by classroom.teachers and other nonadminia-,

trative professional staff members at each school. A total of 838 ques-

tionnaires were delivered to the schools for distribution. Questionnaires

were anonymous. This anonymity and ongoing development work preculded

followups with nonrespondents. Still, 638 questionnaires were sub-
.

sequently returned in usable form, for an overall esponse rate of 76%.

Results

The approach employed permitted exploration of.the extent to which

schools correspond to the two images both on a dimension-by-dimension

-10-
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basis and overall. Before exaiming the overall results, it is useful

to consider two dimensions--product goals and centralization of influence--

in some detail.
a

.

Product Goal's

Examination of product goals indicates considerably' more agreement

in 'elementary schools on what should be taught than in juniorshighS.and

more in junior highs than in senior highs (Table 1). The'asterlsks

in°the table indicate the school level for which there is greatest,con-

.

sensus'on the importance of each of the 12 product goals. Summing down

each column, it is apparent that in general, consensus regarding product

goals is greatest in elementary schools (nine of the highest consensus

scores are found at that level), second greatest in junior highs (3

scores), and loWest in senior highs (36" scores). Moreovdr, for eight:.

of the 12 indicators, the relationship between level and consensus score

is monotonic with the elementary schools scoring highest and high schools

scoring lowest.

Table 1 goes about here

Consensus scores and importance scores shogld not, be confused.' In

fact, agreement seems to come more by knowing what is not important than

by knowing what is. TA6 six goals on which there is highest consensuq

are those which are viewed as least important (Compare Tables 1 & 2).

Basic skills, the goals-itch is seen as most important at all levels-

st°

14



is seventh highest in terms of consensus. The second most importanrgdal, I'

respect for authority, is the one for whiCh there is leadt consensus.

Table 2 goes about here
4

The importance data also suggesta reason why there may pe more

'

,Orbduct goal consensus in elementary than in econdary schools--there-
r'

are comPeting'demands for children's time at higher grade level. For

instance, there is a deposing, monotonic trend frOn'elementary through

d

.junior high to senior' igh schools A two gOals--basic skills and self

esteem. The strong phaa.s.en basic skillsin, elementary schools

Could reflect tea s' wor assignments- -the fa, that elementary,

one class and devote mostteachers typically teach all subjects to

their time to-basic skills instruction. .Another possibility is,that

ldren grck older, thy are' ready for a wider

Both interioretationsild help explain why the
/

basic Walls continues info high school. //

Jith five goals-- critical and original
i=

humanities, vocation education, and'science

.

'increasing monotonic trend to
,

leVels (Table 2).

as

range of content materials.

decreasing\emphasison

th arts'and

and technology- -there is an

it impbrtance across the three school

Theim findings, too, suggest an increasing emphasis

on different subject areas,- more advanced cognitive functions, and more,

direct preparationjor adult life when school's work with older students.

Teachers' subject matter specialization in the upper grades could also

contribute 'to this same pattern.

4,,



Centralisation' 41.

41 '0, ,

The bureaUcratization of elementary schools is as erkparent when

examining the data on centralization as it is with producpgoals.(rable
0

3)-. The elementary level scores highest on itineofthe twelve indicators,

and on each there is a monotonic relation:imp:running from the elementar

. .

to the senior high:school level. 'unilit highs score kighest on two

.

high
/

f' N '
,

Indicators, and the schools on only "one.. Ttipaverage centralization

score is highest. for the.elemantnry level and lowest for that of senior

/

high schools.

"TatlAe'3 goes about Here

Perhaps equally important,these data shed some light on the zoning

of control that is said to give teachers substantial autonomy over in-
.

structional decisions ana limited 'influence on administrative matters)

'Meyer and Rowan view zoning as evidence in favor of the anarchy imsge. 32

Teachers report almost t .tal control over day -to -day activities
,

. r.
within. the classroom, in-particular Over deCiaions about lbsson'plans

. ._ . ,

and activities (Table 3Decision 12): Control within the Claisroom
.

,

seems to; be the bpi teachers' sense of autonomy, but in other areas

4
autonomy is limited. nexistent, For instance, while teachers deter-

.

.mine daily instruct n 1 activities ?+(a cntralization score of only 9.7

414.fo "all schools" on Decision 12), they share control over course

objectives (a score bf 33.1) and over what textbooks will be used (44.4).

q
Moreover, they have almost no control over salary, hiring a d contract -

-4.3-



renewal decision t.' Apparenti teachers' autonomy'is limiteokby a

. A
''kructure that is either negotiated or imposed by others.

In general, as the'work Of.more People must be coordinated, as the

time span of decisions increases, and es financial and personnel consid

erat ,ions becomeinvolved,'teachers' autonomy declines. They have leSs
- .:.

.
*

I

influence over textbook selection--a decisionvith financial implicatibns--
ku

. ,

than over Selection Of course objectives-. 4 Similarly they have less ins

fluOice over decisions 9 whit innovation will be adopted--another
r _

%

\ .

'financial issue- hen:over the details of its.impleme4atidn.
- \

Previous studies of zoning of control haVe focused only on elementary\

33schools. . Our data suggest that the pattern of zoning differs among #

\

.4 \

- . C,. ,:t '.

elementary;',1yn o hiih., and high schools. In some areas, there is
. . ,

'- ,

-.

-

Regsrdless.oUachool level teachers have almost .

.

,

substantial

,,
.

no inflnence,Cmer perionnel. matters and almost total control over, daily,
0.

.
.

,
. . .

inclass decisions. However; high school teachers appear. to haVe subr

stantially more influence over the deCisions that affect classroom

activities than do elementary feacherN. The ditference in amounts
0

.

influence over .textbobk selection, for example,r4;wover 50 perCentage

points (70.0 vs. 17.3). Other large difkerencee have to do with setting

course objectives (a 42 point difference) andaddingland dropping courses

(24 points).

The Overall itern

When we turn from an indicator-by-indicator consideration of consen
. 4

sus on product goals arid centralization of irifluence to..a dimension-

dimension consideration of: these two dimensions in conjunction with two
i,, 0.

IL,

it



t.

othe s. consensuson system goals and control through formal rules),

worclearlysee a pattera,whereby schools ?the.elementary level corres-

'pond most closely to the rational bureaucracy image (Table A). Each of

-the Tour-dimensioris shows a monotonic trend with the element &r level

0

scoring more like the rational bureaucracy than does the junior high

'It Y

level and the junior high level more than does the senior high level.

/
When we combine the 41 indicator'' of dimensions, we note

t that elementafYschoolp correspondoMost closely tothe ratiOnal ureau-
/

. 3

cracy7on 29 of the 41 indicators and senior high schools on °nay 1
R

(Table 4, total row). .
Take .4 goes abopt,here

&

Distussion

The data from this study provide a provocative, if not definitive,

examination of the'applicabilitsfof two images of organizations to
4

4'schools and of the differences in the organizgtioh ofschools ar various
.

: - ,
,

. . .
levels. The findings suggest that'the rational bureaucratic image does

. o.L.

have value as a descripkor of Some schools.. In fact, among elementary

schools it appears more' useful than the anarchylmage. For senior high
I

schools, however,'the anarchyjMage seems to provide a better fit with

reality. Elementarorschools have more consensus 'on goals,'are more

centralized, and are more governed by universally enforced rules (at

least as these are applied to staff).. In,sum, elementary schooldlare
.

likely to be' more rational and bureaucratic.



,
f

This p'attern of findings is somewhat surprising'. Th 'association

between complexity and bureaucratization found within school leyels

would lead one*to expect high schools to be more bureaucratic. 34 The

greater importance of personal relationships in working Teith yowler.

children and the increased emphasis on universalism and achievement

in the upper grades pint in the same direction. 5
Indeed it has been

suggested that loose coupling is a way of facilitat g personal rela-

tions and providing teachers the.necessary discretion to tailor instruc-

tionaS>decisions to indiVidual characteristics.36

A number'!bf alternative formulations can be
4

cted to help

explain these apparently anomalous findings. First, 'the relationship

between complexity and bureaucrat&ation may depend on'the range of

complexity encountered. Because of the relativ paucity of specializa7

tions and the simple hierarchy' of most eleben ary schools and the'compli-

dated departmentalization of most high schools, theke is probably r

`cvariation in complexity, in a study of sCh4la at all three levels than

,Corwinfound'inhisstudyofhighse .3
ternatively, the por2

tance of complexity may depend on the interdOendence among workers. Low
t\

levels of interdependence'probably require les 'control of complex tasks

eider the difference between an assembly line

where interdependce i iigh and a shopping mall where it is low. On

than do higher levels.

r

the line the activities of each worker impact greatly on those of others. 't

A mall can. provide a great range of goods and services and represent a
A

'much more diverse set of specializations, but lees control is.needed

19



t.

because of the segmentation between individual vendors. Although there

is'some need to articulate curricula across grade-levels in schools,

they are probably more like the mall than the assembly line. Moreover,

the special subject matter.knOwledge of high school teachers may give

them a kind of expertise-based influenced found among teachers in

lower grades.

Third, Anderson did find a reliy.onship between the proportion of

fentgles'afid rule enforyement.38 There_are\certainly more women on the

staffs of these elementary schools (90%) than in the junior high schools

(66%) and high schools (47%). Finally, it should be noted that the

measures of centralization and rule enforcement employed here apply t

teachers, not students. Bureaucratization of teachers may permit d

bureaucratization for'students; tight coupling in some'parts of an

organization may perTit aooser coupling elsewhere.
39

It

4l

sigh degree of goal consensus and the use of such indirect control

mechanisms as rules, curriculum guides, and textbooks may'facilitate

teacher discretion by clarifying the range.in wch it can operate. In .

"
high. schools, on the other hand, debureaucratizing staff may facilitate

;

. bureaucratization of students if only by incAlsing-the status cify

teachers.

4.
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. J Table L

Consen s on.Twelve Pro ct Goals
by School Level

(c.

j_PRODLIpT GOAL ..

2.

3.

4.

5.

1.

6.
. \

7.

8.

Science. and TecHholbir

Citizenship Edu ation

Family Living

Vocational Education

Arts and Humanities

Health and Environment'

Basic Skf!Lls (reading Ihd
math)

torie.(understanding the
rld of work, career

edulation)

. Critical and Original
Thinking

g Understanding Others
(cultural pluralism,
getting along with others)

. .

11. Self-esteem (self-concept)

12. Respect for l thority
(discipline, aracter
building)

SCAOO EVEL

Elementary)/
Junior Senior All
High High Schools

all

4 ...,

II'
100.00 95.7 01184.,

.

94.3
,,

t

98.0* 85.7 92.0

87.5 93.7* 84.0

98.5* 85.3

89.5* 86.3 84.7

90.9

69:;

881.8

86.9

75.5 91.0* 86.0 '85.1

77.0 60.0 39.1

91.5* 66.0 44.0 69.7

48.7 36.7 t -58.5

if
Average Consensus 77.9. 67.5 )

47.3

16.0

18.0
t

61.6

0

,t8.7

28.9

21.4

70.2

`'?'

For each gcial indicates the highest consensug,scor across.the 3 school
levels.

tr
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1

Table 2

Percent of Professional Staff Attaching importance
to Twelve Product.Goals, by School Level

49-

SCHOOL LEVEL
.

PRODUCT GOAL
*

Junior Senior All
.

Elementary Hip. High' Tchools
1 1-

.

.1. Basic Skills (reading,
math)

*f

,2. Respect or Authority
(discipling, character
building)

3. 4Selftestilem (self-concept)
, .

. :-/
4. Understanding Others

(01. ral pluralism,
ge ing along with
of rs)

5. .Critical and Original
Thinking

6. Work (understanding.the
world of work, career
education)

Health and Environment

Arts and Humanities,

. Vocational Education

1R. Family Living (
11% Citizenship Education

12. Science and Technology

it
,1

-98.3 88.5 80..0

60.5 41:0

/42.5. 42.0 f

24.8 33.3

13.3

26.3
/ .

26.7 31.7

c- .

. 89.5

54.5

53.Z

29.1

23.2

4.3 17.0 26.0 / 15.2

12.3 4.5. - 7.0 7.5

5.3 6.8 7.7 6.5

0.8
f

.3
(4.

8.7 5.6

6.3 3.2 1 8.0 5.2

1.0 7.2 4.0 4.5

0.0 2.2 8.0 2.8

The twelve goals have been listed in decreasing order of overall importance.



Table 3

Centralization in Twel'e Decision Areas
ea

by School LeVel
4

DECISIONIAEA,
\

Elementary

...... .1.,

1._ Hiring New Teachers 1 98.36. .

I.

2. Deiding Whether to Rebew
*

a Tfatheits Contract ''' ../ 96.;

I/ .

3. Astabll.shing Salary ' A

Schedules 94.8
/ r I.,

4t. Assigning Extra DUties ' 94.3*
f .

5. DetermLn&b,g,How Discretion=
419 dri Funds Will beSpent, 94.5*

-...

Grade Level and Course

.

Making Sppcific Faculty

SCHOOL LEVEL \
,

Junior Senior All '. .
High 'High.' ',:Schools

v

98:2 97.1 ,.: 98.2

., ..,

96.8 I 97.7* 97.0

N 8

95.8* 90.7 4-' 94.3
"---,."

91.5 85.0 9b:8
.

.1

1

.
I

),---
---, 86.7 .' 81.2" 88'3

.._,

;

Assignments 92.3* 80.3., -I 67:7
ii P

80.1

7. Adding or'Dropping Courses , 81.4
,

77.5 56.7 73.0.**,
\

8. Identifyi4 Types of
Educe tional Innovations
td4Adopted : 19.8*

9: Selecting Required Texts
.and Other Materials ikp* r.

10. Working Out Details for
Implementing These Innok-

- vations

. e
11. Establishing the Objectives

for Each Course
0

12. Determining Daily.Lession
Plans and Activities

60.3' 44.0

39.5 17,3 44'.4

48.3* 4b.8 36.7 42.2

56.5* 26.8 .14.3 ;33.1."

10.0 10.2* 8.3 '9:7

Average Centralization 75.6 67.0 58.2 67.6

1.

*
For each decision Area, indiCates the highest score across the 3 school
levels.
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TABLE 4

Number of Indicators Ranked Highest (Most Bureaucratic)

by Level and by Dimension

SCHOOL LEVEL
DIMENSION

Elem
Jr.

High
Sr.

High
Number of
Indicators

Consensus on Product Goals 3 12

Consensus on System Goals 6 4 0 10

Centralization of Influence 9 2 12

Control Through Formal Rules 5 2

Total 29 11 1 41

Note: The counts in the body of this table were.obtained by
summing number of times an asterisk appeared within
the appropriate body of Tables 1 and 3 and similar
tables for consensus on system goals and control
through rules.
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